
Aliasing
Two variables are aliased if they can refer to the same 
storage location.

Possible Sources:pointers, parameter passing, storage overlap...
Ex.

Pointer Analysis, Alias Analysis

to get less conservative  info

address of a passed

x and y are aliased!

Needed for correct, aggressive optimization



Procedures:  terminology

a, e global

call site with actual arguments

b,c  formal arguments

d local

Ex.  (b,a) , (c, d)

Globals, actuals may be modified, used

Ex.  a, b 

At procedure call, formals bound to actuals, may be aliased



Call Graphs
Determines possible flow of control, interprocedurally

G = (N, LE, s)

N   set of nodes
LE set of labelled edges

n        m    

s  start node 

Qu:  Why need call site labels?  Why list?



Example Call Graph

1,2 3

4
5 6
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Interprocedural Dataflow Analysis
Based on call graph:  forward, backward

Gen, Kill: Need to summarize procedures per call 

Flow sensitive:

Flow insensitive:

take procedure’s control flow into account

ignore procedure’s control flow

Difficulties:

Flow sensitive alias analysis intractable

Scale compiler can do both flow sensitive and insensitive

Separate compilation?

Hard, complex

Most compilers ultraconservative, or flow insensitive





 Scalar Replacement of Aggregates

Compiler may limit optimization to such scalars

Can do better register allocation, constant propagation,...

Can use constant propagation, dead code elimination to specialize code

Particulary useful when small number of constant values

Use scalar temporary instead of aggregate variable



 Value Numbering of Basic Blocks
Eliminates computations whose values are already computed in BB

value needn’t be constant

Method:

Value Number Hash Table

 Global Copy Propagation
Given A:=B, replace later uses of A by B, as long as A,B not redefined

(with dead
code elim)



 Global Copy Propagation Ex.



 Common Subexpression Elimination

Illegal?

no cse, same value number

How different from value numbering?

Why need temp?

Local and Global

Replace recomputation of expression by use of temp which holds value



CSE Hash Table

 Local CSE (BB)

6 instr, 3 ops, 8 vars5 instr, 4 ops, 7 vars
Always better?

Method:  keep track of expressions computed in block whose

operands have not changed value

 Global CSE example

Assumes b is used later



 Global CSE
An expression e is available at entry to B if on every path p from

 not redefined between B’ and B.

Solve by:

1.  Find Available Expressions (Data flow problem)
2.  For each available expression e

 Entry to B, there is an evaluation of e at B’ on p whose values are




